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Impeachment mentioned
Cabinet questions Hewes' abilities
by Dan Warren
Staff writer
Members of Student Government Presi-
dent Richard N. Hewes' cabinet discussed
his leadership abilities and impeachment
rumors at a meeting Wednesday night,
members said Monday.
"It (impeachment) was mentioned, but
not brought up officially," said Randall W.
Pickle, president of the Off-Campus Board.
"There was some general concern about
his lack of leadership."
Three members of the General Student
Senate and two individuals from student
government groups this past week have
said an impeachment effort is mounting.
But several cabinet members discounted
the reports.
"This is Nixonian politics at its worst."
said Stephen A. Bucherati, student gov-
ernment vice-president. "It's rumors, and
it's uncalled for. People are ventilating
their frustrations on one person." Bucher-
ati and Hewes generally attend cabinet
meetings, but were absent at last week's
meeting.
"This isn't happening," Hewes said.
"It's not as it seems. It's very involved.
There are a lot of strong, aspiring
personalities in student government this
year. That may be a motive."
Cumberland Hall Sen. Michael Saltz, a
freshman, theorized that Gannett Hall Sen.
Douglas B. Hall was spreading rumors.
"He wants to be student government
president," Saltz said. "He's behind it.
I've been asking questions (about the
senate's budget problems) out of interest
for the students. He is asking them out of
interest for himself.
Hall was unavailable for comment.
Hewes said he is disappointed that
senators who might be unsatisfied haven't
approached me.
"I'm shocked." he said. "This is the
first I've heard of all this. Nobody's come
to me to talk about this. That's what I
would do if I was unhappy with some-
thing."
The cabinet is made up of Hewes,
Bucherati, Schuyler Steele, chairman of
Student Legal Services board; Linda
Carlson, chairman of Student and Comm-
unity Services Board; Eric Ellis, chairman
of the Graduate Student Board; Roger A.
Brodeur, student senator; William J.
Randall, elected by the senate; Pamela J.
Burch, Inter-Dormitory Board; Kent L.
Dyer, Memorial Union Activities Board
(MUAB); Craig R. Burgess, president of
the University of Maine Fraternity Board
(UMFB); Pickel; and Jon M. Cyr, vice
president for financial administration for
student government.
Cyr agreed with Saltz that the impeach-
(see HEWES back page]
Student government President Dick Hewes is criticized for "lack of leadership."[photo by Bill Mason]
1,.. Senate to vote on open cabinet
Student Senate Vice President Steve
Bucherati opposes opening cabinet votes to
the public. (photo by Arthur Kettle]
by Gary Pearce
Staff writer
"I want people to know what is going on
in student government," said student
senator Mike Saltz of Cumberland, who is
sponsoring a bill Tuesday to open student
government cabinet meetings to the
public.
The bill would allow any student to be
present during the voting phase of the
meeting.
Student senate President Steve Bucher-
ati is against the proposed bill for "safety
reasons."
"The cabinet meetings now are closed
during voting," Bucherati said, "because
of an incident which occurred three years
ago."
At that time, during a crucial vote, which
was open to the public and which was
attended by the groups seeking funding.
one girl voted against a group's getting
funding. The girl was "harassed constantly
by this group's members, Bucherati said.
"I don't want to see anyone hurt like that
again," Bucherati said. Bucherati, though
not in student government at the time,
Warne° the reason tor the secret voting
from a cabinet member present at the
meeting.
Doug Hall. a senator from Gannett Hall.
.argues if the voting was open senators
could "get more information to base their
votes on when the issue reached the
Senate."
"We could get both sides then,- Hall
said. "If they've got something definite to
say, let's hear it!"
Bucherati, however, claimed the debate
over the issues are "open," but only
members votes are closed to the public.
He said, though. they did discuss the issue
before voting.
Saltz claims the students should know what
what and why the student government is
doing is vital.
"I discuss the reasons for or against a
particular vote with the group concerned,
as soon as the vote is taken." Bucherati
said.
Hall considers the vote-taking and
discussion of the vote before the vote and
behind closed doors puts the cabinet "out
of touch" with the students, citing their
move to increase the student activity fee
as an example.
"They think they know best whit the
students want," Hall said.
Bucherati said he "would not condone
any type of Nixonian politics or trying to
blow anything past the student senate." If
the cabinet meetings ever turned to
anything like that, Bucherati said he would
[see CABINET back page]
Pot business buzzing, sparks lobby's effort to legalize
A survey conducted the past years by
Kenneth Hayes of the political science
department indicates a consistent number
of UMO students have tried marijuana.
In 1977. 69.3 percent of those polled
indicated they had smoked marijuana at
least once.
In 1978. the percentage dropped to 67.2.
And, in the spring of 1979. 68.2 percent of
those polled had experimented with the
drug.
The 1977 survey also revealed the
following: 59 percent of those polled who
had indicated they had their first contact in
high school: 32.2 percent had first contact
in college: and seven percent in junior
high.
These figures indicate the need for an
First
in a series
in-depth look into the issue. This is the first
part in a continuing series of articles of
marijuana to be printed in the Campus.
by Stephen Olver
Staff writer
Watch out General Motors and Exxon.
marijuana is sneaking up on you. Recent
government estimates show marijuana has
become the third largest business in the
United States in annual dollar volume.
The US Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion approximates that $48 billion was
spent last year to import, distribute and
purchase marijuana in the US.
Fourty-four million people have tried it.
Sixteen million people use it regularly and
twelve tons of it go up in smoke every day.
The United States exports more cash for
pot yearly than it does for Toyotas.
Japanese TVs and imported shoes com-
bined.
These facts and figures are only part of
the reason many people have called for
marijuana to be dealt with differently than
in the past.
At the head of this movement has been
the National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML). NORML,
based in Washington. DC. has lobbied for
changes in existing marijuana laws for the
last 10 years.
Currently. NORML is pushing for a
(see MARIJUANA back page]
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Marijuana decriminalization laws
STATE MAX. FINE IMPOSED MAX. AMOUNT POSSESSED •CLASSIFICATION OF OFFENSE
Oregon 3100 1 oz. Civil
Alaska 3100 Any amount in private for personal use or 1
oz. in public
Civil
Maine $200 Any amount for personal use Civil
Colorado $100 1 oz. Class 2 petty offense—no cruntnal recora
California 3100 1 oz. Misdemeanor—no permanent criminal
record
Ohio $100 100 grams (approx. 31/2 oz.) Minor misdemeanor—no criminal record
Minnesota $100 1/2 oz. Civil
Mississippi $250 1 oz. Civil
North Carolina $100 1 oz Minor misdemeanor
New York $100 25 grams (approx. 7/8oz.) Violation—no criminal record
Nebraska $100 1 oz. Civil
The Supreme Court of Alaska ruled in
1975 that the constitutional Right of
Privacy protects the possession of mari-
juana for personal use in the home by
adults. This decision invalidates the $100
fine for simple possession in the borne.
There is a rebuttable presumption that
possession of less than 1/2 oz. is with an
intent to distribute.
Only one state. Mississippi, has a
mandatory minimum fine—$100 for first
offense and $250 for second offense within
a two-year period—but state judges can
suspend payment of these fines.
In five states—Minnesota. Mississippi.
New York. North Carolina. and Nebraska—
subsequent offenses are subject to in-
creased penalties.
EFFECTIVE
DATE
Oct. 5. 1973
Sept. 2, 1975
March I, 1976
July 1, 1975
Jan. 1, 1976
Nov. 22, 1975
April 10, 1976
July 1,1977
July 1. 1977
July 29, 197'
July 1. 1978
Note: Distribution of marijuana by gift,
or for no remuneration, is treated the same
as simple possession in four states:
California. Colorado. Minnesota. and Ohio(for up to 20 grams)
Police
blotter
David Prudden
Staff writer
Homecoming weekend was relatively
quiet with most incidents involving non-
students, police said Monday.
Among some of the incidents that
Tuesday. October V
12:15 p.m. Focus on Women. "Living
With Stress." Bangor Lounge, Union.
2:10 p.m. Student music recital Hauck
Auditorium.
4 p.m. MPAC meeting. The Maples.
Virtue Room.
5 to 7 p.m. Student workers from Cutler
Health Center will be in Cumberland Hall
to make appointments for the preventive
medicince program.
WMEH-FM 90.9 6 p.m. Maine Things
Considered
6:30 p.m. General Student Senate
meeting, 153 Barrows Hall.
6:30 p.m. Study Abroad meeting. All
interested faculty and students invited. 100
FM Building
occured on campus include the Pat's Pizza
van being robbed of its pizza warmer.
containing unknown number of pizzas that
were in the warmer. The first time, the
warmer was taken in front of Dunn Hall,
and the second time, it was removed from
the van in front of Gannett. It was
recovered both times, minus the pizzas.
In Penobscot Hall, two students left their
room, failing to lock the door. When they
returned, they found that someone entered
the room and taken $67 cash.
evenf§—
8:15 p.m. "The Madwoman of Chaillot,"
theatre production. Hauck Auditorium.
8 to 11 p.m. Randy Rice at the Bear's
Den.
9 p.m. WMEB "Atlantic Crossing."
9 p.m. MPBN-TV ch. 12 WORLD-
"Sweeden: Waiting for Spring"
9 p.m. WMEB-FM 91.9 Dire Straits live
music show.
10 p.m. WMEB "Off the Beaten Track."
Wednesday. October 17
Bloodmobile at Chadbourne and
ial Union
12 noon. Women's Point of View. Coe
Lounge, Union.
Advertise in the
Maine Campus classifieds.
Two students sitting on the floor in
Deering Hall after closing hours, were
asked to leave. As they left, the male
student, Dennis D. Hutchinson. was
observed punching out a window. Hutch-
inson has been summoned.
Three people were seen attempting to
remove a lamp shade from a lamp post
near Fogler Library. Only one was caught.
Daniel J. Shute is being sent before the
diversion program.
On the quadrangle between Somerset,
Oxford and Knox Halls, a car drove across
the lawn, running into the bike rack near
Somerset. Three bicycles were damaged.
Two motorcycles were knocked over by
Knox Hall. One of them was not damaged.
but the other one had a windshield broken,
along with a mirror.
A battery was unbolted and removed
from a car parked behind Alpha Gamma
Rho.
A .Heathkit experiment kit, for testing
:ircuit units, was taken from Barrows Hall.
Value of the kit was $85.
ureirlt,IPluDIOulapit)()1(15PriC)( ):*)( inciLli;110130011;XLIXI
SENIORS!!
'Will Be Shot On Sight..
That's right! Philomena Baker,
of Baker Studios in Hampden,
lj will be on campus Mon., Oct.
,g122nd - Wed., Oct 24th and
Mon.,Oct 29th - Wed., Oct 31
to shoot Senior portraits. To
make an appointment, come
to 107 Lord Hall anytime this
week & sign up!
Me-
At only 10c a word, they're inexpensive,
effective advertising.
NIENDaelawt )41•1111.4 MNIMPINNIMM MINIM )411=14141=114/IMMEM NNW/
(CAM PU1
CRIER 
WORKSTUDY
Administrative Aid Pushaw Lake
lnteriocal committee, environmental
background helpful. Salary/hours
flexible. Some travel. Call 945-6872.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on breed mune hard te soft Iles
supplies. Seed kw free ilhistrated
estaing. Costae* Lees Supplies. Hos
Plioenia, Arians* 85011.
The Levinson Center is a small state
residential facility in Bangor and is
in need of volunteers. Many college
students are very generous in the
giving of thrinselves and their time
to these special children. Your
cooperation in helping us to fill our
needs in volunteer help would be
sincerely appreciated by all staff
concerned here at the Center.
tenet 
-emimPent-tNewei.o.em4 ienetvemod >4ass.4)-sim.4 141=111o1 ).011•4 NNW
Meal—Women!
Jobs on ships! American, Foreign.No experience required. Excellentpay. Worldwide travel. Summer job
or career. Send $3.00 for informa-tion. SEAFAX. Dept. E-15 Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI
Seed SI .40 for your 306-pese catalog
of celegiese reeserca. 1060
Med. lox ISOW/G. Los
Cailereja. 9002S. (213427
Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work athome—no experience neceuary—
excellent pay. Write American Ser-
vice, 11350 Park Lane, Suite 127.Dallas. TX. 75231.
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East Annex. a leftover army barracks from WW II, may
name [photo by Jason Centrella]
never have a new
local3
ey
A building
 by
 any
 other name...
English-Math may go untitled
by Laura Proud
Staff writer
Ever wonder how those buildings like
English-Math. East Annex and Little Hall
got their names? There's a story behind
each name, according to the executive
assistant to the president.
Joan A. Cambridge said there is now a
set procedure to find the name for a
building. In the past. the Board of Trustees
would determine the name, using sug-
gestions. Presently, the president appoints
a committee, made up of faculty members,
the dean and alumni, which chooses the
name, which is subject to the board's
approval.
For exampft. before Nutting Hall could
be named, a committee was chosen,
composed of members from the School of
Forest Resources. Nutting Hall was built in
1968, and named in honor of Albert D.
Nutting, director of the School of Forest
Resources from 1958-71.
Cambridge said most of the buildings
were named for distinguished professors.
but these professors could not be actively
employed or on the Board of Trustees at
the time of the naming.
Completed in 1976, English-Math hous-
ed the departments of English and
Mathematics as well as computer facilities.
According to Cambridge, there was no
committee formed to decide the name of
that building. She said there is no rule that
every building must go through the formal
process of naming.
"We shouldn't name a building just for
the sake of naming it. The name should be
appropriate," she said.
"In fact,•" she said, "there is a very
good chance the building will never have a
name."
Another building that hasn't gone
through the formal naming process is the
East Annex. This building is a leftover
army barracks from World War II.
Cambridge said it was always intended
to be a temporary building, but there is no
other place to house the arts and sciences
Are you trying to get >
 THERE)
from HERE? 
Let us help!
The Maine Campus ride board,
Going Your Way
every Wednesday through Friday.
CAN YOU ...
...have fun, work with professional people
and equipment to lose inches and
pounds???
Can you come in and take a tour of the
salon???
Yes you can !!!
The girls at Vogue will make getting in
shape fun, and our specialized equipment
will help make it easy.
We offer a special 6 week
program for students. %WE MumCaner Planassml St II 0401.1 Rd.. Maw
11474313
0% %nor env. Discswi
offices located there.
Every couple of years, the issue of what
to do with this building is brought up,
always with the same conclusion—leave it
as it is. Cambridge said the annex is a
liability for the maintenance department.
because it is costly to keep up, and is a
potential fire hazard.
The newer dorms, such as those in the
York and Hill Top complexes were named
for counties in Maine. Cambridge said this
is probably because the dorms were funded
in the 1960s by floated bond issues from
the state.
Wells Commons was originally named
West Commons. Its name was changed to
honor William C. Wells. dormitory mana-
ger and director of residence and dining
halls from 1932 to 1972.
East Commons is now Stewart Com-
mons. named after John E. Stweart, dean
emeritus of men from 1928 to 1969.
The oldest building on campus is
Fernald Hall, which was built in 1870. It
was named after the late Dr. Merritt
Caldwell Fernald. president of the univer-
sity from 1879 to 1893.
Little Hall was named for Dr. Clarence
Cook Little. who was university president
from 1922 to 1925.
Student fee hike
hoped to offset
budget 'crisis'
by Paul Fillmore
Staff writer
The Student Senate will be voting
tonight on a motion to raise the
student activity fee. The proposed
increase is part of a resolution
dealing with the "budget crisis"
now being felt in the senate.
A 10 percent budget cut for all
student groups is another part of the
resolution being sponsored by Eric
Ellis, a graduate student, to help in
the financial bind.
"We're in somewhat of a financial
crisis," said Carl Pease, one of the
co-sponsors of the resolution. "We
don't know how much money is
left."
The proposed increase in the
activity fee is necessary, because
"student government faces a budget
crisis and no additional funds can be
obtained this fall to fund deserving
club activities."
According to estimates, there is
about $8000 left in the treasury.
Another key resolution to be voted
on in the Senate concerns rerouting
the Orono—BCC bus. Sponsor Lew
Strickland (off-campus) is trying to
have the bus rerouted to Route 2 to
Bangor from 6:40 p.m. to midnight
Monday through Friday to serve
commuter needs.
"The key is not to be in direct
competition with the Bus (the
Bangor City Bus system)." said Carl
Pease, one of the co-sponsors of the
resolution.
If passed. a trial period will be
insitituted to see if students and
university employees make use of
the service. If the program is
successful, a commuter pass system
will be instituted with fees compar-
able to the City Bus System.
Other new business at the meeting
will be a resolution to make "all
future meetings of the Cab net open
to any member of the general body
who may wish to attend."
If passed. the resolution spon-
sored by Michael Saltz (Cumberland)
would make all Cabinet meetings
open to students, except "when
dealing with hiring, firing and
contract negotiations with student
government employees and when
discussing confidential matters." It
would also make all voting a matter
of public recored.
There will be a resolution attempt-
ing to change the Senate by-laws
concerning roll call votes and
adjournment.
Alan Lewis, director of the physi-
cal plant. is scheduled to speak at the
beginning of the meeting concerning
energy conservation at UMO.
MOO P_15
Porteous Fashion Show
 Wed. Oct. 17 - Models by Muriel
U th,
DISCO
7 NITES
A WEEK!,
ueC
The Best Light Show North of Boston
BOUNTY TAVERNE 50a NMGAsol NR ST
COLLEGE a
NITE!
WEDNESDAY
COLLEGE ID
gets you
in free!
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No booze in ram
The Ram's Horn has a better way.
Or at least a different way.
The Ram's Horn, a UMO coffeehouse
since the mid-1960s, has announced it is
spending $2000 to revamp its operations
The money is well-spent.
The Ram's Horn has a wider audience
now since the York Village Apartments
were completed. But even if these 200
students hadn't come along, the Horn
serves a purpose.
It is one of the few places on campus
that say: You can have a nice evening
without alcohol." That message isn't
Add a little color
UMO's director of Equal Opportunity
Employment is right in saying the
university should increase recruiting for
black faculty and administration.
Of the 975 full-time faculty and
administrators here, only two are black.
In Orono, Me., there is a tendency to
say, "So what?"
People in this part of the country have
lived largely isolated from races other
than white. They see no reason to change
that.
But they might not be aware that this
all-white status quo resulted from years of
discrimination, mostly implicit and
perhaps subconscious.
They don't realize we have a duty to
correct past injustices and discrimination.
They're not aware that one purpose of a
university experience is to expose people
to new ideas and to challenge their old
stereotypes.
Hiring more black professors and
administrators would do that.
Can you imagine having a black
heard enough at UMO.
Alcohol is the center point of most every
party. People don't socialize without
booze. Doing so, for the most part, is not
cool.
But the Ram's Horn makes it cool, and
with a $2,000 allottment from Residential
Life, it hopes to get that message out
better.
The Ram's Horn was popular once. It
can be popular again.
But only if students give it a chance to
show them there is more than one way to
spend a weekend night.
D.W.
professor? Perhaps not. Most students
here haven't had one.
But how would having a black professor
affect your thinking about blacks?
Would you tend to think more favorable
about them? Would it open your eyes to
the benefits to be gained from sharing
cultures? Would it give you somebody to
talk to who might give you more insight
into the problems blacks and whites have
living together in other parts of the world?
Would it make you grow?
Probably.
The University of Maine at Orono
appears to be making a good effort to hire
black administrators and professors, when
blacks are qualified.
But UMO's record of recruiting blacksfor those positions is inadequate.
Were UMO exposed to more top-flightblack professionals, student attitudes
would no longer be "so what" to the
importance of affirmative action.
Students would realize a progressive
university is essential. D.W.
Dan Warren
Fishwrappers
for the beginner
If I've done nothing else this semester,
I've jeopardized my chances for joining
Dick Hewes' law firm in the mid
-1980s.
Dick is student government president.
He is a good friend of mine.
Last month. I chastised him in an
editorial for comments he'd made abouthomosexuals.
The editorial was harsh, and before I
wrote h. 1 called him.
After talking with him, I had to decide
whether I had the courage to criticize him
publicly.
I did, and the letters are still coming in.
The challenge faces newspaper editors
every day.
Can you put personal considerations
aside to do your job?
Much that's been written this fall by me
and other writers has made people angry.
And made them writer letters.
But it's also made them think. And
that's why we're here.
I recently stepped on the toes of the
anti•nuke people, even though I am
probably one of them.
Instead of saying, they're all going to
Seabrook this weekend, rah, rah, rah. I
said, go ahead and go to Seabrook, but
please be informed and don't just go
because it's fashionable. Do your home-
work. Careless readers thought I favored
nuclear power.
I made more friends recently when I
criticized the approach Steve Bucherati
was taking in the many hours he spent
trying to drum up student government
interest.
Steve is student government vice
president. I also consider him a friend. We
will play golf some Saturday, if he decides
he will give me three shots a side.
In the editorial, I said his speeches
should stress how student government
could, for instance help students reduce
the energy surcharge or eliminate triples in
dorms, instead of just stressing the movies
and speakers they offered.
But did a female student senator I talked
to this weekend read the whole editorial?
No. She didn't remember my praising
Dick Hewes and Steve for their sincere
efforts to get students involved. She just
remembered I said his issues were wrong.
She was surprised when I told her I like
Steve. She said she thought I just wrote it
to get a reaction.
I told her I did not step on people's toes
in public unless I thought they needed
stepping on.
"But couldn't you be nicer when you do
it?" she asked.
No, I responded. I don't be nice just to
be nice, just as I am not mean just to be
mean.
"Well, if you know all the answers, why
don't you join student government?" she
demanded.
I told her newspapers perform just as
important a role in the democratic process
as government; we watchdog government.
praising it when we think it's right.
criticizing it when we think it's wrong.
Through news stories, editorials and
letters to the editor, a newspaper is aforum for the exchange of ideas. It's a daily
textbook.
It's not a la-di-da pap sheet to be used 1)
a compromising editor who wants to insurehis place in a future law firm.
The University of Maine at Orono's student newspaper since 1875
The Maine Campus is published
daily at the University of Maine at
Orono. Editorial and business offices
are located at Suite 7A Lord Hall.
UMO, Orono, Maine, 04469, tele-
phone 207-581-7531. Advertising
and subscription rates available
upon request. Printed at The Ells-
worth American. Ellsworth, Maine.
04605.
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UP
ON
YOUR
SOAPBOX
Mad at the world?
Get up and
shout about it!
The Maine Campus welcomes lettersto the,editor. Please keep than brief
and type them double-spaced. We
may have to edit letters for space,
clarity, taste, style, accuracy or libel.
Send them to us at Suite 7A, Lord
Hall, UMO, Orono, Maine 04469.
Please include signature, phone
number and address. Names with-held in special circumstances.
`Religion' not appropriate
To the Editor:
Dan Warren used the word
"religion" in his commentary on
the pope in a recent issue of the
Maine Campus. Religion is a poor
choice of wording in describing
that subject. You see, religion
refers to a belief in something.
Anything. From yoga to money(belief that money and what it can
buy will insure good health,
happiness, and security).
A more appropriate term in this
situation would have been
"Christianity." Christianity is a
belief of following God and His
Word. His Word is the Bible, and
those thousands of people that
Mr. Warren claims use the Word
of God as a crutch are finding the
contents of the Bible to be very
true and meaningful in their lives.
And if using a crutch means
happiness, purpose in life, and
the promise of heaven, then I, for
one, am not ashamed to utilize it.
Unfortunately, we don't unaer-
stand everything that God has put
before us in the Bible, because we
just don't have the mind of God.
That is why, to our society, they
seem outdated. But as my
Christian life has progressed, so
has my knowledge of who, what.
where, when, why, and how in
several areas, some of which Mr.
Warren questioned the pope's
positions.
The pope is no more than a
teacher of God's Word, and
believe me, he is still learning
new things everyday too. He's as
human as the rest of us.
As for what God says is right
and wrong concerning some
things, I can't say. But from
experience I can say that God is a
logical God, and you can bet your
sweet bippy that there is a reason
for everything that He has
included in the Bible. Until we
fully understand these things. we
must accept them in faith,
knowing that God knows what He
is doing.
After all, God knows every-
thing about this universe and
every person in it; past, present,
and future. That's why I put my
trust in the only one who knows
for sure, even if I don't under-s
stand it. Because I do know that
someday I. and every true
follower of Christ, will under-
stand it; whether it be during our
lives here on earth or our eternal
lives promised in heaven.
God will not change His
commandments to fit our lives
and our society. He will change
our lives to understand those
commandments. . .if we let Him.
Thank you,
Bill Mason
105 Aroostook
Late afternoon shadows beckon a weary traveler across a well-worn bridge to this idyllic
Maine seaside village.
It was a good try, Carl
Thank you, Carl Pease. You had a goodidea, but nobody listened. And thank you.
student senate. You had the foresight and
open-mindedness to vote down a proposal
which would give you some reasons)why
clubs get our student activity fees.
Everybody knows how "worthless"
guidelines are. Everybody except Carl
Pease.
At Tuesday's GSS meeting he sponsored
a proposal asking that no further funding
be given to groups until priorities are set.
Priorities to determine how the money isgiven out,
The senate voted down the proposal
because of the word "priorities." But they
did agree to compile a list of the
organizations on campus that come to the
senate for funding every year. What does
this solve? They will have a list of the
beggars, but no method to figure out who
"deserves" the pennies.
The reasoning behind funding the rugby
team was an example of the Senate's
attitude on funding. Dawn Huston, a
senator from Androscoggin said, "I think
the rugby club is a really good club. I know
some of the guys on the team and they're
really psyched to play." Let's hear it for
Dawn's "logic."
Being a really good team is one of the
best reasons I know for getting $700.
Certainly, we shouldn't consider the merits
of an organization, student involvement,
campus representation and the desire to
EARN some of the money themselves.
Perhaps the proposal would have passed
in a different form. How about guidelines
which require an organization to fill out an
application and submit a detailed report on
why they think they should get the money?
Any method is better than personal opinion
for determining a deserving cause.
The debate over the proposal turned into
a shouting match. And instead of sitting
quietly, Carl got right in there with the rest
of them. This has always impressed me as
being an effective way to get things done.
The proposal was defeated. The sena-
tors, in their haste to leave, approved
funding with little or no thought to whether
the organizations were deserving.
Sorry Carl. You blew it. It's too bad
you're not a better politician with a smile
and an alternative. Because forever more,
the Student Senate will fund organizations
on a first-come-first-serve basis or those
from last year will get it again this year.
Tough luck if a worthwhile club with
more campus representation gets the
shaft. After all, the rugby team is "really
psyched to play" and they come first.
Lynn Wardwell is a senior
broadcasting and journalism major
from Orono.
Closed cabinet meetings prevent informed decisions
A bill sponsored by student
senator Mike Saltz to open
cabinet meetings to members of
the student body will be debated
and voted on tonight. Is the bill a
good idea?
Student government President
Steve Bucherati doesn't think so.
He believes closed cabinet meet-
ings are necessary to protect
cabinet members from intimida-
tion by the public.
Three years ago. a female
cabinet member's key vote
denied a campus group additional
funds. Members of the group.
present at the open cabinet
meeting. knew she had cast the
crucial vote. Subsequently. be-
cause she had voted down their
request for funds, some of the
group members harassed her
unmercifully. Since then, cabinet
voting sessions have been closed
to the public.
Ideally, politicians should not
be intimidated by harassment
tactics, but realistically politicians
are not ideal. Student senators
and cabinet members are es-
pecially prone to these tactics.
After all, they have to live and
interact with the people they
represent. They need the under-
standing and backing of their
peers, as do most of us.
However, by closing the cabi-
net's voting sessions, another
problem has been created. Once
where topics were discussed and
voted upon openly, now topics are
discusses openly, discussed and
then voted upon secretly.
We may never learn the actual
reasons for the vote that came
from the closed door discussions
before the vote, which may be
totally different than the reason
presented to the general public,
assuming a reason is given.
The Saltz bill would make these
decisions open, while protecting
the voting anonymity of the
cabinet members at the same
time.
There would be open voting
sessions, with voting members
casting ballots which are then
tallied by the chairman.
Open discussion in the pre-
sence of the public and before the
voting would curb prejudicial
discussions about group or per-
sonalities which might really be
what the vote hinges on.
The Saltz bill, by opening
meetings to the student body,
would help students and senators
to make better informed decisions
about the various items the
cabinet brings before the senate.
Since student senators rarely
have time to do a thorough
research job on all issues the
cabinet brings up, their being
able to attend the meetings or to
have newspaper representatives
there, would make it easier for
them to know different sides of
the issue.
The bill also leaves room for the
cabinet to hold necessary closed
meetings on such topics as
"hiring, firing, or contract nego-
tiations with employees and when
consulting with a lawyer about a
possibly confidential matter."
Obviously. I support the bill
and the ideals it stands for, "the
public's right to know what
government is doing and why." 11
you want to make student gov-
ernment more accountable to the
students, then come support the
bill 6:30 p.m. in 153 Barrows. Let
government know you're there
and you care!
Gary Pearce
Gannett Hall
6
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Bonoff pours out mesmerizing music...
by Nan Anderson and Carol Saunders
Staff writers
It wasn't Linda Ronstadt singing the
haunting melodies "Lay Down Beside Me"
or "Ball and Chain," it was Karla Bonoff.
Bonoff, the composer of those songs.
appeared Saturday night at the Memorial
Gym as part of the Homecoming festivities
at UMO.
It was obvious, that her talents as a
songwriter were superceded only by her
performance as a singer and a musician.
The estimated 1500 who gathered to
listen seemed mesmerized by the music
and her capabilities on both the piano and
guitar. as she performed for nearly two
hours.
The band behind the woman was
polished, the roadies were professional,but Karla Bonoff stole the show.
Her voice was angelic, lyrical and
sensuous without flaunting.
She wasn't feeling well. Prior to the
show, she appeared weary and was having
a difficult time with her voice, but seemed
revitalized after being warmly received by
the audience.
Between songs, she sipped on some-
thing cool to soothe a raw throat. The
scratchiness was evident, but she fought
for control. Many times she turned herback to the audience to steady herself for
the next song.
The crowd in the gym seemed more
appealing to her than those at the previous
night's performance.
"It's a lot more exciting here than at
Colby." she said.
'Her voice was angelic,
lyrical and sensual.
Karla Bonoff plays to a crowd of about 1500 in the memorial GymSaturday night. (photo by Bill Mason(
Equally as entertaining was folk blues
singer Jack Tempshin, the back-up per-
former who was accompanying the act until
November, when he begins travelling with
Kenny Loggins.
Tempshin provided comedy with such
songs as "Killing Me Softly with Kung-
Fu" and "I Am My Own Grandpa." the
long tale of a somewhat incestuous family
tree.
Tempshin illustrated that he was also an
accomplished songwriter in his own right,
as he sang "All Ready Gone," one of the
tunes which he wrote and the Eagles
recorded.
Highlighting his act, was "Mango of
Love" an humorous jingle that he
composed for a tropical fruit commercial.
He described the song as being the
soundtrack which ran with a group of hula
dancers and a long white beach.
Karla Bonoff followed Tempshin's hour-
long act accompanied by her five-member
band.
Among the songs she sang from her two
albums were "Rose in the Garden" and
"Restless Nights," from her latest record-
ing.
At the end of the set. Karla dropped her
tamborine and had to be assisted off the
stage by fellow musicians.
But the audience would not let her end.
Twice she was called back onto the stage.
and each time she poured out a little more
of her music.
By the end of the show, she had given
the enthusiastic audience almost enough.
and the audience had given her a standing
ovation.
...enthusiastic crowd responds to love songs
by Crilly Ritz
Staff writer
Karla Bonoffs concert Saturday
night in the Memorial Gym far
exceeded any expectations. The
crowd was receptive, the sound
system was professional—these
helped to spawn the magic that
exuded from Ms. Bonoff's soul.
It was truly haunting sometimes to
see Bonoff, the frail tragic hero, as
she performed her seemingly end-
less broken heart recollections. All
her songs revolve around either
yearning for love, failed love or the
process of being loved.
Bonoff expressed various moods
with her striking face by the way she
used her eyes to mirror her feelings.
At points Bonoff seemed to look right
at you, and at other times it was as if
she were a thousand miles away
singing to a former love.
Imperative to the show's success
was the crowd. Receptive and visibly
moved, it made all the difference.
Bonoff mentioned how the previous
night's crowd at Colby was not as
enthusiastic. The importance of the
enthusiasm can't be stressed
enough. Bonoff's voice exhibited
stress during rehearsel due to a sore
throat. The crowd somehow boosted
Bonoff for she found the incentive to
resort to some auxilliary powers.
Familiarity of Bonoff's material
made it all the easier for the crowd to
relate to her. Her list of songs
included "Someone to Lay Down
Beside Me," Rose in the Garden,"
"Like a Falling Star." and "Home.'
"Rose in the Garden" stands ou
as when all elements clicked toget
her for a crescendo of lighting an•
sound. A simultaneous buildup c
these elements created a somewha
dramatic moment. Good lead guita
riffs with soulful drumming char&
terized the mid and end-sections of
this number. All songs following
were anti-climatic.
One really good thing I noticed
was that Bonoff actually enjoyed the
concert. During rehearsel she seem-
ed down, weak, as if the road was
taking its toll. Smiles from Bonoff
were all I needed to know she was
having a good time.
coming up
Dave Mallett will be appearing in
concert this Sunday. Oct .21, in
Hauck Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Elliot Norton. American drama
critic, will speak at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. Friday, Oct. 19. Topics will be
'The power of the drama critic,' and
'The state of American theater
today.'
Bonoff left the stage amidstthunderous applause. foot stomping,
and cheers. She wasn't gone for long
as she returned for two encores.
The second encore, and last
number. "Like a Falling Star"
evidenced the power and extent ofBonoff's control of the crowd. One
minute a cacophonous noise rever-
wool
Starting Over
One thing for sure — this movie is not
"Smokey and the Bandit get a divorce."
In Starring over, a comedy presentlyplaying at the University Cinema, BurtReynolds forsakes the increasingly familiar
character he has created of the winner-take-all, no-risks-are-too
-extreme. Mr.
Macho, in favor of a more sensitive, and
ultimately, more human being.
And he almost gets away with it.
berated throughout the gym...one
minute later a deafening silence
enveloped the audience. It was as if a
pin drop could be heard.
Hopefully. Bonoff's star will not
fall as she continues her tumultous
tour. If UMO's homecoming concert
is any indication. Bonoff's tour will
be memorable.
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'Madwoman of Chaillot' to open
Masque season
begins with
comic fantasy
Jugglers in tights. street singers sport-
ing plumes and ladies in "gay-90s" dress
will be some of the images appearing on
the Hauck Auditorium stage when the
Maine Masque season opens with "The
Madwoman of Chaillot."
"Chaillot." directed by J. Norman
Wilkinson, will be the Orono design
premier of Carol White, the new costumer
of the theatre department.
White, who comes to UMO after doing
masters work at UConn, costumed the playby "exaggerating everything. I tried to put
lot of color up there (on the stage)."
"The Madwomen are all living in the
890 s." she said, "and all the other
people in the cafe (a major location in the
play) are living in various stages of the
ast.
"It was sort of nice, and gave me a lot of
ideas to work with."
T. David Whitney, a member of the cast,
was enthusiastic about the costumes in the
play.
"They (the costumes) have added a lot to
the actors in the past few days," he said.
"They've helped add a lot more personal-
ity traits to the characters. I know I've
added some to my character from the
costume."
For Scott Anderson, portraying the
ragpicker in the play for the second time,
the second time around with the play is
different than the first.
"The first time, we (his high school) only
did the trial scene (of 'Chaillot'). This time
I've had a lot more opportunity to develop
he character."
Other members of the large cast, many
of which are newcomers to the Maine
Masque stage, include: Julie Arnold as
Constance, Steve Farina as the prosecutor,
Liz Hale as the broker. Tamara Kaplan as
Aurelia, Becky Lindey as Irma, Pam
Montgomery as Gabrielle, Linda Rice as
Josephine. Dale Simonton as the presi-
dent. and T. David Whitney as Pierre.
The play will open tonight and run
through Oct. 20. Tickets are $2 for students
and $3 for non
-students. Curtain is at 8:15
p.m.
These scenes, from "The Madwoman of
Chaillot." will be part of tonight's opening
production of the 1979-1980 Maine Masque
season. The show begins tonight, and runs
through Oct. 20. Curtain is at 8:15 p.m., with
tickets $2 for students and $3 for non-students.
[photos by Mark Munro]
Tomorrow
The Maine Campus will
carry an opening night
review of "The Madwoman
of Chaillot" in Wednes-
day's paper. Stay tuned to
read what the critics say.
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a new kind of indern-
w: Burt Reynolds less macho, more human
ence and loneliness. Along with enduringhe well-meaning "help" of friends, he
oins a group of divorced men and meets
arilyn, a perky kindergarten teacher,
• ayed by Jill Clayburgh. who is working
or her master's degree.
Before either one of them realize what's
appening, Potter and Marilyn become
nvolved, and share each other's fears and
nsecurities—his of facing the reality of his
worce and the feeling that he's cheating
n his ex-wife and hers of being hurt by a
eurotic divorcee.
"I'm not a one-night-stand—I'm study-
ng for my master's!" she screams at
otter during a well-done scene set on a
snow-covered Boston street during the
breaking hours of dawn.
What results is a reasonably cohesive
film that, at its best, represents what made
all those MTM shows so good. Through
effective use of dialogue, Brooks isn't
afraid in this film to show men and women
with all their frail quirks of character, and
then amplify those qualities just enough to
get a clear focus on the characters, as he
also does on television.
That's why we grew to love Mary
Richards. Ted Baxter. and all the rest. We
were able to reach out and grab a piece of
ourselves in them. We weren't perfect, but
then, neither were they.
It's in this strength that "Starting
Over" s greatest weakness lies. While
Clayburgh seems completely at ease with
playing a real-life person. Reynolds is a
trifle ill at ease throughout the film, and it
shows.
The dialogue between Reynolds and
Clayburgh, and especially between Rey-
nolds and Bergen. doesn't always flow
naturally and bogs the movie down in
introspective gobbledegook towards its
second half.
But fortunately, most of the dialogue is
witty enough never to become too serious
with itself. Reynolds is at his best here
when he is the Reynolds we are familiar
with—skeptical and scarastic about those
around him. Reynolds seems to be more
comfortable with this, also.
Although there's a definite place for this
sarcasm in this film, and it is allowed for in
the script and Alan Pakula's relaxed
direction, Reynolds' mixture of characters
becomes much too inconsistent.
But you've got to hand it to the guy. He
tried, and not entirely unsuccessfully. And
I hope he tries again.
After all, you can't crush bad guys and
chase country cops in I8-wheelers forever.
8 national and world
usatess
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A Guide to Services and
Stores For Your Needs
Imported Auto
Parts
Parts for all All Major
Foreign Cars
417 Wilson St. Brewer
A&P Shopping Ctr.
989-6075
BANGOR TRAVEL
AGENCY
Airline reservations &
ticketing. Complete
planning by travel
experts.At no extra cost.
187 Exchange Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
207-947-0376
PENOBSCOT
AUTO CO. INC
NEW &
USED PARTS
MAIN ROAD
ORONO
866-4988
•
Dubay's Auto Parts
Complete Line
6 of Automotive Parts
& EquipmentA19 656 Hammond St.,
1
Bangor
n
.mii, St. Orono
)1505WTootwernSt.,liw 1d
i f 
THIBODEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
35 NO. MAIN ST.
OLD TOWN
TWO STYLISTS
AVAILABLE
TUES. — SAT. 7-5
827-5531
NEWCO MARKET
232 MAIN ST.
ORONO
GROCERIES—GAS
COLD BEVERAGES
7-10 WEEKDAYS
7-11 FRI. & SAT.
8-10 SUN.
866-7710
OFFICE SUPPLY, INC.
School Supplies
Drafting & Engineering
Supplies
alculatorsiTypewriter
'14 State St., Downtown
Banjtor___ 942-5511_ 
Tired of Baggy
gfiz Pants?
_29tivtations
.s.fic./2/2.E
CHARLRNE WRIGHT
Phone 942-3442
&::M=
HOURS: 9 - 5
Mon. thru Fri.
2nd Fl , Sunbury Mall
Bangor, Maine 04401
.1 RICK CROCKER i
L Barber-Stylist IL1 Room 21 I1i
L 15 Cross Street L
I Downtown Bangor j'
I. Daily 8-5 1L KATHY CROCKER LLI Hair Stylist I11 
I. Evenings 6-9 i11 by appt only 1i
•
r-te!St-SCIt-0-11-ci-
THE STORE
26 Mill St., Orono
866-4110
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-6
Natural Food Store
Grains, Beans, Nuts,
Cheeses, Seeds,
& Herb Teas
Ile-641.1164t
Pe gngwy eC
eramics
Gr e & Bisque
Paint Brushes
Misr. Ceramic Supplies
Classes aft. & evening
91 Center Street Brewer
989-7164
Move over ground
hogs
to take on a new meaning for people in
America.
The Underground Space Center at the
University of Minnesota reports that
thousands of Ame ican families are now
going underground — that is. choosing to
build their homes under the earth or in the
sides of hills.
The Space Center says that the most
obvious reason these people are attracted
to underground dwellings is the desire to
be energy self-sufficient. Underground
dwellings do not generally need to be
heated or cooled, and they are relatively
immune to the ravages of nature, such as
hurricanes and tornadoes.
What little energy that is needed for
lighting, hot water and cooking can be
supplied by solar units. the Space Center
says.
The Space Center states that it has
reports on at least 2000 underground
homes already built, from Cape Cod to
California. and those are only the ones it
knows about. Many industries have also
taken to tunneling underground. building
massive subterranean factories and office
buildings.
It looks like the groundhog is going tc
have a lot of competition in the future.
Autopsy for medicine
1 IAJ U ANA, MEXICO—A lawyer for the
parents of leukemia victim Chad Green
said doctors from San Diego will do an
autopsy on the three year old boy.
Attorney William Ginsberg told a news
conference in Tijuana Monday the autopsy
will be performed in Tijuana by Mexican
doctors and by doctors from the San Diego
county coroner's office, just north of the
border city. Ginsberg said the autopsy
may be completed by today and the boy's
body will then be flown to Hastings,
Nebraska, Chad's birthplace, for burial.
Ginsberg said he has advised Gerald and
Dianna Green to return to Massachusetts
after the funeral "and face whatever
charges are pending." But he did not say
what the Greens would do.
They were at the news conference, but
Ginsberg refused to let them discuss their
future plans. He would only let them talk
about Chad's death last Friday. Ginsberg
said he wanted the San Diego doctors to do
the autopsy because, "we're trying to
find out the truth."
Castro pleased
with security
NEW YORK—The secret service andNew York City police department havegotten a bouquet from an unlikely source:
cuban President Fidel Castro!
Two thousand officers sealed off the area
around the Cuban mission while Castro
was in New York. In an interview filmed
aboard his jet back to Cuba. Castro said, "Ithink maybe this is the first time I ever
expressed gratitude to the police. But they
did a good job.
He added that his 77 hour visit ended at
the right time. In his words: "I think I was
being expensive to New York."
Cult diet
kills believer
PHILADELPHIA—It was just five years
ago that David Blume was pursuing an
idyllic career as an English teacher at a
liberal arts college in New Hampshire.
But that was before Blume lost his job
and set out on a trail of blind alleys and odd
jobs that led to "Temple Beautiful." The
obscure sect promised him spiritual health
through a strict diet of raw fruits and
vegetables.
On October sixth. Blume's lifeless body
was found in a shabby west Philadelphia
apartment. He was six feet tall and
weighed 87 pounds. The city's Deputy
Medical Examiner said Blume, once a
muscular and athletic man, had starved
himself to death.
Blume was a teacher at Nathaniel
Hawthorne College in Antrim, NH. before
he was laid off in 1974 because of a budget
cut. After he lost his job, Blume moved to
Philadelphia and encountered the Temple,
a group said to have about two dozen
followers of a philosophy based on creating
harmony of body and soul by dietary
means.
Blume chose the most rigorous of the
group's dietary options and began subsist-
ing almost entirely on the juice of raw
wheat grass. He told his friends he wanted
to become a "breath-arian," a holy man
who could live on air alone.
A friend, Michelle Murphy, said Blume
was a scholar, and he followed everything
he studied down to the last footnote. As
she put it, "when he got into this, he
thoroughly killed himself."
Energy alternatives
get support
WASHINGTON, DC—The senate Mon-
day passed a one billion dollar amendment
to the interior appropriations bill. The
amendment, which provides funding for
alternative energy and conservation pro-
grams, was sponsored by New Hampshire
Senator John Durkin and Massachusetts
Senator Paul Tsongas.
Durkin hailed senate passage as a major
legislative breakthrough for energy pro-
grams. The money would be used to fund
solar, hydroelectric, wood and wind energy
programs, as well as the development of
sythetic fuels. Included in the amendment
is the Kennedy-Durkin energy productivity
bill, which provides for grants and loans to
encourage energy efficiency in industrial
and residential buildings.
lnexpensise Automobiles
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Maine lobstermen
to be immortalized
WASHINGTON, DC—A replica of the
famous "Maine Lobsterman" statue may
grace the southwest waterfront in the
nation's capitol if the senate approves a
resolution by Maine's two senators Mon-
day.
Senators Edmund Muskie and William
Cohen sponsored the resolution at the
request of the Campfire Girls of Cundy's
Harbor, Maine, which plans to pay for
placing the statue in Washington. Muskie
and Cohen said they expect their col-
leagues to approve the proposal, and they
hope the statue will be placed on
Washington's Maine Ave.
The original statue of the kneeling
lobsterman, sculpted by Victor Kahl11, was
commissioned in 1939 for the New York
World's Fair.
Escapee is not
a nice guy
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE—A
dangerous inmate from the state from the
state mental hospital in Concord who
escaped yesterday is still on the loose.
Police detectives said they have few
clues to the whereabouts of Francis
Vercauten, who escaped from the hospital
after assaulting a guard.
Concord police chief David Walchek said
he was very concerned about Vercauten's
escape because he had a very violent
history.
Vercauten was serving a 21 year
sentence for second degree murder and
kidnap. Prison records indicate that
Vercauten served time in three other states
besides New Hampshire for charges
ranging from sodomy to indecent assault
on a minor.
Company wants
interest free loans
AUGUSTA, MAINE—City officials in
Augusta are considering the building of a
four screen movie theater in the Augusta
Civ;r Center to lure Augusta movie goers
from traveling to Waterville.
The Sonderling Broadcast Corporation.
which operates 13 theaters in Maine.
proposed the $750 thousand theater after
finding that one fourth of the movie-goers
in Waterville come from Augusta.
One hitch, the company wants to finance
the project with tax free bonds issued by
the Maine guarantee authority. State law
allows the authority to issue low interest
bonds as long as the municipality involved
also participates in the process. The
Augusta city council is to vote.
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An authority for the company said the
theater project would likely be abandonedif the bonds are not approved. Severin
Beliveau, an attorney for the company,
said current interest rates on conventional
loans are prohibitive.
WW H hero buried
HOOKSETT, NEW HAMPSHIRE—
Rene Gagnon of Hooksett, a marine
pictured in the Pulitzer prize winning
World War II photograph of the flag
raising over Iowa Jima, was buried today
after being given a nine gun salute.
Gagnon died of a heart attack last Friday
in the boiler room of an apartment complex
where he worked as a custodian.
He was eulogized Monday as a man
admired by millions of people because of
what he symbolized.
Funeral services attended by a uni-
formed Marine Honor Guard of ten men
and one woman were held in a small
Roman Catholic Church near Manchester,
where Gagnon lived since returning home
from World War II.
Burning oil may
save kerosene
AUGUSTA, MAINE—State officials in
Maine are urging residents who normally
heat their homes with kerosene to switch
over to number two oil if it's at all possible.
The state business regulation depart-
ment and energy resources office Monday
urged homeowners whose systems can
burn oil instead of kerosene to make the
conversion in order to preserve kerosene
supplies. The state agencies also noted
that number-two oil is cheaper to burn.
The state recommends the use of
additives or heat producing tape to prevent
the oil from congealing in outside storage
tanks.
Letters burn enroute
to Houlton
SHERMAN, MAINE—Maine state
troopers said a truck carrying a load of mail
from Bangor to Houlton was destroyed by
fire after rolling down a step embankment
along 195 over the weekend.
Maine state trooper Stephen Pickering
said the driver of the truck. 35 year old
Robert Lamson of Bangor, escaped safely.
Pickering said Lamson managed to save
about 12 bags of first class mail from the
fire.
Pickering said the accident happened at
about 3:30 Saturday morning, just south of
the Aroostook County Town town of
Sherman. He said the truck ran off the left
side of the road, struck the guard rails and
rolled more than 100 feet down an embank
ment, spilling gasoline along the way. He
said the truck caught fire. at the bottom of
the hill.
The cause of the accident is under
investigation.
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Potato crock
PRESQUE ISLE, MAINEIWith every-
thing considered potato growers stand to
lose out in earnings again this year. Potato
growers say they can't understand why the
federal government is predicting that this
year's potato crop will be bigger than last
years.
The US Agriculture Dept. estimated over
the weekend that the 1979 Maine potato
will be about nine percent bigger than last
year, while production nationally would
drop by seven percent. If true, that would
mean a drop in the price of Maine potatos.
Maine growers recently had predicte
this year's harvest would edge out last
year's as the smallest since 1939. The
USDA prediction for this years crop is
about equal to 1977 harvest. Maine
growers lost an estimated $40 million that
year because of a nationwide potato
surplus.
Strikers and
police clash
GREENFIELD, MASS—The president
of a local union nicketing the WESCO
electronics firm in Greenfield was arrested
Monday and charged with assault and
battery on a police officer and disorderly
conduct.
David Cohen, head of local 259 of the
United Electrical Workers, was booked as
Greenfield police held a news conference to
show that strikers have become violent.
Officers showed up at the WESCO plant
Monday wearing helmets and carrying
nightsticks. At the news conference. police
officials displayed various objects they said
were thrown at officers. A striker was
arrested Friday after shoving match with
police. Contract negotiations have been
going on for several months.
No-nukes trample
marsh
SEABROOK, NEW HAMPSHIRE—Sci-
entists from the University of New
Hampshire said that last weekend's
demonstration against the ea rook
nuclear plant may have been harmful to the
fragile marshland around the plant.
But the scientists said the damage
caused by an estimated 2,000 people
trampling around the marsh is probably
not permanent. One scientist said the
marsh will probably be restored to its
original condition in about 12 months.
Public service spokesman Norman Cull-
erot said he was angry about the protestor
use of trees and bushes in the area during
the demonstration because Cullerot said
the company is concerned about preserving
the area around the plant.
More civil rights
needed
PORTLAND, MAINE—The Maine Civil
Rights Advisory Committee said there has
been significant progress in civil rights in
the state but more needs to be done.
At a Portland news conference Monday.
the committee outlined its priorities for the
next year. It said it will monitor proposed
state legislation, and it plans to analyze the
vocational education system to ensure
compliance with federal civil rights regula-
tions. The committee also says it will work
more closely than before with state civil
rights groups. such as the Maine Commis-
sion for Women and the Maine Human
Rights Commission.
Nudes want
pay hike
BOSTON. MASS—Nude art models put
on their clothes Monday to picket the
Boston Fine Arts Museum School.
The models, represented by the guild of
art models, want better working conditions
and a two-dollar hourly raise. A spokesman
for the group, Randy Jansen. said the
union wants an increase to six dollars an
hour, which he claims is the national
average. The dean of the Museum school.
Bruce MacDonald, has said he will improve
working conditions, but will not grant a pay
hike.
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Penalty shot sinksBlack Bears,1-0
by Dale Mc(iarrigle
Staff writer
The Black Bear booters outplayed their
opponent Bridgeport. but still failed to
collect their first victory as Bridgeport
downed Maine on a penalty kick 1-0.
UMO controlled the play early in the first
half, with good penetration of offense, and
Bridgeport employing quick counters.
Peter Baker started the half off for
Maine with a hard single shot which
Bridgeport goalie Fred Birs handled well.
Baker then crossed the ball, which Birs
grabbed over a leaping John Quigley for
Maine.
Maine's best early opportunity of the
half came when UMO forward Bill Meader
passed the ball to Baker, who then
returned it to Meader. Meader fired, but
the ball curled just outside the left post.
Bridgeport soon began to attack, but was
thwarted by the Maine defense.
Maine's best opportunity of the game
came when midfielder Dean Ludwick
chipped the ball. It was headed by forward
Bruce Howston, hit the inside of the
crossbar, and dropped down into the
goalie's hands.
The half ended tied at 0-0. Maine was in
control both offensively and defensively.
The Bears were passing well, attacking
well, and playing defense extremely well..
Bridgeport's offense, on the contrary, was
nearly nonexistant. with only six shots-on-
goals in the first half.
In the second half. Bridgeport began to
make better attacks. But they were also
frequently trapped inside by the crafty
Maine defense.
On a corner kick. Greg Caniglia of
Bridgeport headed one just over the post.
Then a whistle blew, and Maine goalie
Mike Davee was controversially called for
pushing off in the goal area. A penalty kick
resulted, which was converted by Bridge-
port's captain Tony' Hansen, to give
Bridgeport its margin of victory.
In incensed Maine team then applied the
pressure on offense. UMO kept the ball in
Bridgeport's half for approximately ten
minutes. The air was full of Peter Baker
crosses, and Maine was getting some
shots. But the Bridgeport defense, led by
goalie Birs and fullback Caniglia held.
The play switched ends. with Bridgeport
on attack But UMO goalie Mike Davee.
v.ith help from his fullbacks, held on. UMO
was unable to score, and the game ended
with the score Bridgeport-1, UMO-0,
UMO goalie Mike Davee made 13 saves
on 18 Bridgeport shots, while Bridgeport's
Fred Birs stopped 12.
UMO Coach Doug Biggs said his team's
biggest problem is not being able to finish
off goals. "Our biggest trouble is putting
the ball in the net. We worked the ball into
.the area well, but we had no finish." This
is Maine's third straight game without a
goal.
Bridgeport Coach Fran Bacon said. "We
were starved for a victory. We're now
3-5-1. We worked the ball well, except
after we scored. and Miane hammered
away at us for what seemed forever. We
also missed a lot of opportunities in front of
the goal area."
Bacon added. "I thought the Maine kids
played good, hard soccer. Their defense
was really swarming. I thought the best
play of the game was when that fullback
I Kendall Osborne) volleyed away that cross
that went over the goalie's head."
He continued, "Coach Biggs has these
kids playing soccer. They're learning
passing, shooting, defense. They're inex-
perience now, but they'll be a team to
reckon with."
Maine plays at Husson College tomor-
row.
Golfers place
tenth in ECAC
Mem State won the Eastern College
Athletic Conferences' golf championship
'October 3 at Eastman Golf Links in
trantham, New Hampshire. Maine finish-
d the event in a tie for tenth place with
Silem's team score of 305 was paced by
Itan fialloran who also won the individual
ale with a 73. Following Salem in the 16
team tourney were Dartrnouth (314)
Harvard (316) B.C. (320) and St. Anslem's
(32.3). Maine shot a 337 on the par 71
course. Dave Goyette led the Black Bear
squad with a 78, good enough for a tenth
place finish.
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Bears dominated everything but the score
Ruggers hike
skein to five
by Danno Hynes
Staff writer
The UMO rugby hiked its' record to 5-0
on the season Saturday by holding off a BC
second-half rally and winning 19-10. The
Black Bears ruggers have now won eleven
straight games spanning two seasons. Ther
Bears led 15-0 at the half but came out flat
for the second half according to one team
member.
After Maine scored first in the half to
raise the score 19-0, the ruggers suffered
an almost costly letdown and BC came
storming back only to lose 19-10.
Excellent play by the scrum kept Maine
in the game in the second half and perhaps
saved the Bears impressive win streak.
Maine will host BU this Saturday at
10:00 a.m, in what should prove to be a
good match. BU has already BC this
season.
UMPI drops
Lady Bears
by Dale Mcbarrigle
Staff writer
In what UMO volleyball Coach Janet
Anderson termed "experimenting," the
spiking Lady Black Bears lost a close one to
UMPI 13-15. 15-1, 10-15, 15-11, and 12-15.
Coach Anderson said. "Today the intent
was to try different things, to try people in
different positions. and to give everyone a
chance to play. We've already beaten
UMPI four times. I don't like losing, but we
gave everyone a chance to play under
pressure to help them improve."
Maine, an incredible 12-2, next hosts
New Hampshire. Moncton (NB) and once
again UMPI Saturday starting at 10:00
a.m.
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New kid in town: Ultimate Frisbee
by David Prudden
Staff writer
With a few quick passes between the
midfielders and forwards, the Maine team
scores again!
Think we're talking about soccer? Sorry,
guess again. No, it's not field hockey
either. It's the Ultimate Frisbee Club,
which is alive and growing at UMO.
The "team" was started only last spring
by Mike Papp, who is now accepted as
captain of the team. Papp put out circulars
last spring and got a fairly good response
of "about fifteen" people. This year, the
club started out with basically the same
members who played last year, but has
now grown over the beginning of this
semester to about thirty members.
Bill Haines. a solid player and unofficial
co-captain, has been playing frisbee for a
long time but didn't get into the game of
Ultimate Frisbee until two summers ago.
"I was driving by a league game back
home in New Jersey and I stopped to
watch. I asked if I could play, and that was
it. I was hooked."
Some of those players are incredible in
those leagues," Haines said. "They would
make pin point passes behind their backs.
It was really great to watch."
"It's a really fast-moving game. It's kind
of a cross betwen football and soccer. We
play on official fields, going by the
International Frisbee Association mea
surements of 40 yards by 70 yards, with
25-yard-deep end
-zone. There are seven
men to a side. You're not allowed to run
with the frisbee. As soon as you catch it,
you have to stop. You're allowed to pivot
step, like in basketball, but no walking or
running with the frisbee," Haines said.
"It's a gentlemen's game. There are no
refs. On any disputed calls, the offensive
Scott Cole
Hayes is no different
Shock waves certainly will not reverber-
ate around this campus when I note that
pofessional athletes are often put up on a
pedestal above the ordinary citizenry by
ackring sports fans. I won't lie and say I've
been Mr. Cool all along and have never
elevated these figures to larger-than-life
status. Of course I have, it is a common and
harmless trait of many a sports addict.
What is not harmless is a tendancy to allow
the athletes special opportunities off the
field of play in everyday living which are
not allowed to your basic John Doe.
A glaring example of "jock privileges"
hould have come to the attention this
weekend of all who had the misfortune to
lead an Associated Press story tinged with
a "bleeding heart" overtone about a
famer professional athlete now in jail.
Fcrmer Dallas Cowboy receiver and
Olympic Gold Medal winner Bob Hayes is
gesently doing time at a state prison in
Firitsville, Texas. Hayes was convicted
last spring of delivering cocaine to an
undercover agent.
My first reaction to this story was that
Ivt. Hayes must have a darn good P.R.
man- What a disgusting attempt at stirring
up sympathy nationwide toward a former
"hero of the gridiron" who does not
deserve it. The article is filled or should I
say littered with quotes from Hayes about
thedelibating change in lifestyle from free
man to convict. At the time of his
ccnviction Hayes asked for a lenient
sentence. The overiding impression I got
from the article is that what Hayes is really
using to say is, "I'm Bob Hayes the pro
ahlete why do I have to put up with this?"
Sorry but Hayes will get no pity from me.
Hayes was charged with committing a
crime, was proven guilty, and should serve
his deserved sentence. It should matter not
whether he caught passes or drove a bus
fcr aliving. You can bet that Hayes' former
occupation will matter. Hayes comes up for
parole this February. If Bob Hayes,
ex-Dallas Cowboy, is up for parole and Joe
Smith. ex janitor, is up for parole, both for
cocaine delivery, who do you think has the
better chance of being released? Why?
Nfiltions watched Hayes work every week
while only the walls watched someone like
JoeSmith work every week. This is a prime
example of pro athletes being allowed
siecial opportunities in life if ever there
was one.
Hayes was also quoted in the A.P. article
as saying that he's thinking about a book
and possibly a television series or movie
about his life. Give me a break. "I want the
public to really know what has happened to
me, the pros and cons of Bob Hayes,"
Haves commented. Make that a double
bleak.
Sure I'll read Hayes' book and watch his
IV show. Yup I'll read Hayes' book and
watch his TV show the same day a book is
piblished and show produced about the
pos and cons and life story of an everyday
v.TrIcing stiff who was nailed for cocaine
delivery.
Field hockey team unbeaten
‘)y Deb Kupa
Staff writer
The University of Maine field hockey
team didn't win but it also didn't lose
yesterday as it battled UMPI to a 1-1
standstill. The tie, combined with a
weekend victory over UMF, raises the lady
Black Bears mark to 6-01.
Although Maine dominated yesterday's
action they could not come up with the
extra goal to give them the victory. Both
officials and defensive play was strong. but
the attacking game inside the circle was
not there, said coach Deb Davis.
Scoring for UMO was Gwyn I3own on an
assist from Janet Hoskin early in the
second half. Presque Isle's score came
from Mim Albert. Black Bear goalie Dot
Johnston had three saves While her UMPI
counterpart made seven saves. Maine
outshot UMPI. 20-7, a clear indication of
UMO's domination of play.
Davis attributed the teams inability to
score on the fact that they have not been
able to practice outdoors since Oct.4
"The teamwork was there but the
attacking inside the circle wasn't, and that
is something you can't practice indoors."
said Davis.
The team will be at Plymouth College in
New Hampshire on Friday in what Davis
expects to be a tough game.
,A04 •
team makes the decisions. If a player gets
fouled while making a play, the offensive
team makes the decisions," Haines said.
"We even play with an official weight
frisbee-165 grams."
"There are NCAA Championship
matches every year, which have been
going on for about five years. The sport has
been a part of the NCAA for over twelve
years."
"We played in our first tournament this
season at Bates College. There were
two Bates teams there, and a team from
Harvard, along with a few other teams,"
Haines said. "We played the official Bates
team the first game and lost 17-11, but it
was the first half that we played poorly.
The second half we played right with
them."
"In the second game, against the other
Bates team," Haines said, "we lost 12-11,
mainly because of some very bad calls by
e •
4."
e• • vi• •
• ••
•
am.
the Bates offense."
"We hold our practices every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday afternoons, at 5:30.
We usually try to play on the football
practice field right next to the baseball
diamond, but sometimes it's hard to get
the field because of intramurals," Haines
said. "In the winter, we're going to be
playing 5 on 5 in the field house."
He said he is trying to organize a "really
big" tournament in the spring. It would
probably be about fifteen teams, and he is
trying to get the Budweiser, Pepsi, and
Miller companies to sponsor the tourna-
ment.
Haines thiuks that the Ultimate Frisbee
matches are the most popular form of
frisbee. "There are other forms of frisbee
competition, like folf, which is frisbee golf,
and distance and accuracy contests, but
Ultimate Frisbee is definitely the most
popular form of frisbee."
Haynes said that women are just as
welcome as men are, though there are very
few women playing on any teams now.
There are many women who want to start
their own league.
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UMO runners battled UNH and the elements in
Saturday's loss
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The seasons go round and round, and the young replace the old, as this fallen log captures
life in its weathered circles of time. [photo by Dave Adams]
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• Cabinet
(continued from page 11
"resign.
"The secret vote was instituted for
self-protection only." he said. "I, too, am
for open government.—
Saltz insists on the students "right to
know," but stressed that the bill will pass
only if "people (students) are there who
support the bill."
Time is set aside at the beginning of
each student senate meeting for thegeneral public to voice its criticisms and/or
comments about student government.
The bill will be discussed Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. in 153 Barrows Hall.
• Hewes
[continued from page I]
ment rumors are being supported by those
with personal and political differences from
Hewes.
"I've thought all along that (off-campus
Sen.) Carl Pease was behind this." Cyr
said. "He tried to get this going last year,
but nothing came of it."
All members of the cabinet were
telephoned by the Campus, but most had
not returned phone calls by press time.
Correction
The October 10 issue of the
Campus reported campus police
officer Jameson captured a dog that
had been attacking university sheep.
According to Jon Henrick, he and
two friends actually saw the attack
and captured the dog until police
arrived.
• Marijuana
[continued from page I]
federal bill which would decriminalize
possession of marijuana in small amounts.
At this time, eleven states, including
Maine, have decriminalization laws on the
books.
"With this federal bill, we're hoping to
give individual states the impetus to pass
their own laws," NORML staff member
Mark Hertz said. "Right now, it's really
got to be a grass roots effort from the state
level."
The Congress isn't ready to deal with
decriminalization yet, maybe in a few
years, Hertz said. NORML simply wants to
bring the issue into the limelight.
Maine's members of Congress all have
different feelings on the issue of mari-
juana. Senator William Cohen, as he did in
the US House of Representatives, con-
tinues to support state and national efforts
for the decriminalization of marijuana, but
stops short of legalization. "He feels there
is still medical evidence yet to come about
marijuana, which would be needed if
legalization is to be considered," a Cohen
aide said.
Congresswoman Olympia Snowe sup-
ports decriminalization, but not on the
federal level. Like Senator Cohen, she is
against the legalization of pot. "To legalize
marijuana would be to suggest it is fine and
Mrs. Snowe does not feel that way," a
Snowe aide said.
Maine's elder statesman, Senator Ed-
mund Muskie has made no public stand on
marijuana. According to a Muskie staff
member, the senator is still weighing the
evidence and feels there's more informa-
tion still to come in about marijuana.
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